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		This book constitutes the proceedings of the 7th International Workshop on Computational Topology in Image Context, CTIC 2019, held in Málaga, Spain, in January 2019. 

	
		The 14 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 21 submissions. Papers deal with theoretical issues but most of them put the attention on the applicability of concepts and algorithms. These were designed to deal with objects and images, but also with the speech signal. The final application must be for instance in the medical domain or in the robotics one.
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Utilizing Problem Structure in Planning: A Local Search ApproachSpringer, 2004
Planning is a crucial skill for any autonomous agent, be it a physically embedded agent, such as a robot, or a purely simulated software agent. For this reason, planning, as a central research area of artificial intelligence from its beginnings, has gained even more attention and importance recently.
After giving a general introduction to AI...
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Ruby Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2007
Although Ruby is an easy language to learn, in the heat of action you may find that you can't remember the correct syntax for a conditional or the name of a method. This handy pocket reference offers brief yet clear explanations of Ruby's core components, from operators to reserved words to data structures to method syntax, highlighting those key...
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Broadband Direct RF Digitization Receivers (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2013

	This book discusses the trade-offs involved in designing direct RF digitization receivers for the radio frequency and digital signal processing domains.  A system-level framework is developed, quantifying the relevant impairments of the signal processing chain, through a comprehensive system-level analysis.  Special focus is given...
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Responsive Web Design (Brief Books for People Who Make Websites, No. 4)Book Apart, 2011


	Language has magical properties. The word “glamour”—which was originally a synonym for magic or spell-casting—has its origins in the word “grammar.” Of all the capabilities of language, the act of naming is the most magical and powerful of all.





	The short history of web design has already...
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SAP Project Management Pitfalls: How to Avoid the Most Common Pitfalls of an SAP SolutionApress, 2015

	Master the SAP product ecosystem, the client environment, and the feasibility of implementing critical business process with the required technical and functional configuration. SAP Project Management Pitfalls is the first book to provide you with real examples of the pitfalls that you can avoid, providing you with a road-map to a...
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Radiation Dosimetry: Instrumentation and Methods, Second EditionCRC Press, 2000
This volume is an updated reference book for medical dosimetry. It evolved from the book Radiation Dosimetry Instrumentation and Methods (CRC Press, 1991) published 10 years ago, which contains many of the basic  facts of radiation dosimetry techniques. The present book contains developments in the last decade, mainly for medical dosimetry....
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